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star trek stardate calculator tool will convert standard dates to stardates and vice versa access time
stardate calculator date yyyy mm dd hh mm calculate stardate date range date calculator for example
september 08 1966 would be written as stardate 6609 08 in the yymm dd format another digit must be added
for years after 1999 such that september 11 2001 would be written as stardate 10109 11 in the yymm dd
format this system can be used to express any year after 1900 in stardate format oct nov dec year time
stardate this application is based on the the lcars user interface designed by mike okuda for star trek the
next generation earth date 13 05 2369 16 23 history classified terran empire records equated stardate 0141
7 to january 13 2155 stardate systems were used in certain cultures as early as the 2150s when the united
earth government worked with calendar dates star trek discovery traveled to the year 3188 giving a stardate
of 865211 3 corresponding to that year in this system of stardates on march 9 2023 star trek picard gave a
stardate of 78183 10 stardates are intentionally difficult to calculate according to the star trek writer s
guide the starfleet calendar system was invented to deemphasize the in universe date as the guide puts for
the calendar system used in the star trek universe see stardate star trek stardate is a series of star trek
desk calendars that began production in 1996 for the year 1997 they have one page for each day of the year
and feature pictures and quotations from all star trek productions as revealed in the revised star trek
encyclopedia the first two digits would represent century 22 23rd century and the second two digits would
calculate the year within that century the 2009 movie also added more numbers after the decimal point and
these would indicate the day of the year here it is a stardate is a five digit number followed by a decimal
point and one more digit example 41254 7 the first two digits of the stardate are always 41 the 4 stands
for 24th star trek stardate calculator based html javascript tool for converting between calendar dates and
star trek stardates based on phillip l sublett s formulae from trekguide com currently supports tng
stardates the next generation calendar date calculator enter stardate to compute calendar date enter 5
digit stardate stardate is on a thanks to phillip l sublett for this calculator the standard assumption
about stardates as well as the regular correspondence between seasons and in universe years would place the
entire season in the year 2377 the season begins with stardate 54014 4 and ends with 54973 4 the star trek
stardate calendar 2001 is the 2001 edition of the star trek stardate desk calendar series events depicted
in this calendar are not considered to be canon this article is a stub relating to real world information
such as a performer author novel magazine or other production fear not as we have created a handy binge
watch guide using the stardate of each series and film here is our guide on how to watch every star trek
series and movie in the right order star trek stardate collection is a blu ray disc collection featuring
the first ten star trek films each film has been digitally remastered in high definition and is based on
the theatrical cut in each instance star trek stardate 2001 calendar paperback desk calendar july 1 2000
warp into the twenty first century with the daring explorers of star trek breathtaking color photos of the
crews ships and memorable moments from the original series star trek the next generation star trek deep
space nine star trek voyager and nine box office 146 million star trek first contact is a 1996 american
science fiction film directed by jonathan frakes in his feature film debut it is the eighth movie of the
star trek franchise and the second starring the cast of the television series star trek the next generation
stardates from 1987 2002 also work reasonably well except for the one i stated voyager homestead which has
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the stardate 54868 6 which that calculator site gives as november 14 2377 while the date stated in the
episode is april 5 2378 the wormhole nov 14 2023 star trek through the stardates by speedyeric created 22
jan 2013 updated 1 week ago public space the final frontier these are the voyages of the starship
enterprise its ongoing mission to explore strange new worlds to seek out new life and new civilizations to
boldly go where no one has gone before published 8 june 2020 whether you re wanting to check out the
original series or discovery figuring out how to watch star trek in order is a breeze with this easy guide
image credit
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Mar 27 2024

star trek stardate calculator tool will convert standard dates to stardates and vice versa access time
stardate calculator date yyyy mm dd hh mm calculate stardate date range date calculator

trekguide com calculating stardates and calendar dates

Feb 26 2024

for example september 08 1966 would be written as stardate 6609 08 in the yymm dd format another digit must
be added for years after 1999 such that september 11 2001 would be written as stardate 10109 11 in the yymm
dd format this system can be used to express any year after 1900 in stardate format

stardate calculator

Jan 25 2024

oct nov dec year time stardate this application is based on the the lcars user interface designed by mike
okuda for star trek the next generation earth date 13 05 2369 16 23

stardate memory alpha fandom

Dec 24 2023

history classified terran empire records equated stardate 0141 7 to january 13 2155 stardate systems were
used in certain cultures as early as the 2150s when the united earth government worked with calendar dates

stardate wikipedia

Nov 23 2023

star trek discovery traveled to the year 3188 giving a stardate of 865211 3 corresponding to that year in
this system of stardates on march 9 2023 star trek picard gave a stardate of 78183 10



how do star trek stardates actually work looper

Oct 22 2023

stardates are intentionally difficult to calculate according to the star trek writer s guide the starfleet
calendar system was invented to deemphasize the in universe date as the guide puts

star trek stardate memory alpha fandom

Sep 21 2023

for the calendar system used in the star trek universe see stardate star trek stardate is a series of star
trek desk calendars that began production in 1996 for the year 1997 they have one page for each day of the
year and feature pictures and quotations from all star trek productions

star trek how stardates are calculated what they really mean

Aug 20 2023

as revealed in the revised star trek encyclopedia the first two digits would represent century 22 23rd
century and the second two digits would calculate the year within that century the 2009 movie also added
more numbers after the decimal point and these would indicate the day of the year

how do star trek stardates work mental floss

Jul 19 2023

here it is a stardate is a five digit number followed by a decimal point and one more digit example 41254 7
the first two digits of the stardate are always 41 the 4 stands for 24th

star trek stardate calculator github pages

Jun 18 2023

star trek stardate calculator based html javascript tool for converting between calendar dates and star
trek stardates based on phillip l sublett s formulae from trekguide com currently supports tng stardates
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May 17 2023

the next generation calendar date calculator enter stardate to compute calendar date enter 5 digit stardate
stardate is on a thanks to phillip l sublett for this calculator

timeline of star trek wikipedia

Apr 16 2023

the standard assumption about stardates as well as the regular correspondence between seasons and in
universe years would place the entire season in the year 2377 the season begins with stardate 54014 4 and
ends with 54973 4

star trek stardate calendar 2001 memory alpha fandom

Mar 15 2023

the star trek stardate calendar 2001 is the 2001 edition of the star trek stardate desk calendar series
events depicted in this calendar are not considered to be canon this article is a stub relating to real
world information such as a performer author novel magazine or other production

star trek in order how to watch every episode of your

Feb 14 2023

fear not as we have created a handy binge watch guide using the stardate of each series and film here is
our guide on how to watch every star trek series and movie in the right order

star trek stardate collection blu ray memory alpha

Jan 13 2023

star trek stardate collection is a blu ray disc collection featuring the first ten star trek films each
film has been digitally remastered in high definition and is based on the theatrical cut in each instance
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Dec 12 2022

star trek stardate 2001 calendar paperback desk calendar july 1 2000 warp into the twenty first century
with the daring explorers of star trek breathtaking color photos of the crews ships and memorable moments
from the original series star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and nine

star trek first contact wikipedia

Nov 11 2022

box office 146 million star trek first contact is a 1996 american science fiction film directed by jonathan
frakes in his feature film debut it is the eighth movie of the star trek franchise and the second starring
the cast of the television series star trek the next generation

stardate calculators the trek bbs

Oct 10 2022

stardates from 1987 2002 also work reasonably well except for the one i stated voyager homestead which has
the stardate 54868 6 which that calculator site gives as november 14 2377 while the date stated in the
episode is april 5 2378 the wormhole nov 14 2023

star trek through the stardates imdb

Sep 09 2022

star trek through the stardates by speedyeric created 22 jan 2013 updated 1 week ago public space the final
frontier these are the voyages of the starship enterprise its ongoing mission to explore strange new worlds
to seek out new life and new civilizations to boldly go where no one has gone before

how to watch star trek in order techradar

Aug 08 2022

published 8 june 2020 whether you re wanting to check out the original series or discovery figuring out how
to watch star trek in order is a breeze with this easy guide image credit
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